Objectives:
To wind-up UML and introduce databases, discuss the problems that would be faced in solving the final and answer general queries about the project and the course so far.

Reading Assignment:
Textbook: - none -

Contents:
- UML finalized 1 hr
- Databases introduction 1 hr
- Final overview and Project Questions 1 hr
CS445: WEEK 14

UML
  Bringing it all Together  
  Coding becomes trivial  
  Integral part of detail design  
  Ground work for the first release  

50min/50min

Persistence and Database,  
  Problem of modeling real world objects to classes  
    Classes to database items  
    Structure of Databases  
    Optimization (not too deep)  

50min/100min

Final and Project Q&A  
  Final - problem from scratch  
    Expected answer format  
      Database expected  
      Normalization not expected  
      but simplification is  

Project doubts and solutions  
  Demo schedule sign up  

50min/150min